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 Category: Interactive FictionPlatforms: Xbox One |- | The Fall: Definitive Edition| Ubisoft| 2018-04-27| For the first time ever,
revisit the terrifying events of the original Fall, including the first three episodes of the main story and all bonus content released

to date, in one complete package.Includes a remastered version of the original game, a new ending to the original Fall, and the
addition of the missing chapters from the upcoming “Lost Chapters”. For the first time ever, experience a prequel to the original
Fall, a terrifying parallel universe of unsettling possibilities. And find out more about the events that took place in the alternative
timeline before the events of the original Fall.Explore the twisted mind of Dr. Cornelius Faull, a mad scientist, and unravel the
mysteries of the fall.Publisher: UbisoftCategory: Interactive FictionPlatforms: PlayStation 4, Xbox One | The Greyhole Mine:
The Complete Series| Devil's Playground| 2019-01-31| Collects the complete first series of The Greyhole Mine, including all
episodes, bonus materials and unlockable content. This is the ultimate edition, with enhanced graphics and additional game
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content that was previously released as downloadable content.Collect all twelve episodes of The Greyhole Mine in one box set,
and unlock an additional episode on the Vita, as well as bonus episodes on PS4 and PC.Watch all twelve episodes of The

Greyhole Mine through the new cross-buy feature on PS4 and Xbox One, while unlocking episode 13 on PS Vita and Xbox
360.Traverse a dangerous landscape and solve numerous puzzles in this award-winning adventure.Discover all of the exciting

twists, turns, and mysteries behind the curse of a cursed man.Publisher: Devil's PlaygroundCategory: Interactive
FictionPlatforms: PlayStation 4, Xbox One | The Gospel| A - Hamiltion Productions| 2019-01-25| The story of The Gospel, a

strange, mysterious, and uncanny puzzle/RPG set in a vast underground world, inspired by Dario Argento's "Suspiria." Written
by Peter Lee Johnson and featuring the voice acting talents of Greg Haebich, Nathan Durfey, Emma Montgomery, Michael

Caine, Neil Flynn, Doreen G. Kelsey, Ron Perlman, Illeana Douglas, Alix Madrigal, Peter Jason, Kiva Reine, Toni Rose Reed,
and many others, this title continues the psychological 82157476af
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